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Objective
Defeat all foes in a battle!

Game modesç

Free for All:
Each player fights
against each other.

Teams: Players team-up
Make teams with the same number of members.
Same-team members cannot be sitting next to 
each other at the start of the game.



Set-Up
Before starting, it should be clear what the avail-
able space on the table is, since the entire table is 
the board and all players must have the same notion 
of space.

The first player will be the one with fewer victories, 
if there’s a tie or there’s no way to know that
information, the starting player is chosen randomly.
Each character starts with full energy. 

Now, each player must choose a character and 
sit at the table, multiple players can use the 

same character, it does not matter if a 
character is in its printed version or 

displayed on your smartphone. Two players 
standing in a 
battleground 
for 4 players.
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The Table
This is the battlefield and it should be clear to all 
players how it is organized before starting the 
clash. Each space where a player can sit is a space 

where a character can be placed. 

The center of the table is considered an additional space. This 
means there is always at least one space more than the 
number of available players as the example shows.



Turn
Each player can take one of the following actions 
on their turn:

- Move
- Attack
- Move and attack together
- Skip their turn

Move
The player will be 
able to move their 
character to any 
available place on the 
table. There can only 
be one character per 
location. No matter 
how far the player is 
from the space they 
want to move to, as 
long as it is free, 
they can move there.

White player 
moves to the 
center.



Attack
The player rolls their dice against another player to 
deal damage. Players can melee characters that are 
adjacent to theirs. Players with the ranged icon can 
attack any player on the table without moving. 
Attacking adjacent characters are always considered 
melee attacks. Attacking non-adjacent characters 
are always considered ranged attacks.

When a player attacks they 
must announce who will be 
the defender. Then 
announce which ability they 
will be using. Then deal the 
damage; each success on 
the dice represents 1 
damage the defender will 
take. You must now roll 
the dice indicated on the 
top of the card.

   : Always fail.
(regardless of bonuses)

     : Fail.

        : Success!
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Some skills modify the results when attacking; these 
must be calculated before the player responds. 
Remember that no matter how many bonuses you have, 
a 1 on the die is always a miss. (See skills to know more).

Example:
Ronin melee attacks Cheerleader using his Shirtless ability 
and rolls a 3 and a 5. For the Bonus +1 of the skill, the 3 
becomes 4 and the 5 becomes 6, this would inflict 2 damage
on Cheerleader, but the defender uses Dodge's ability to try 
to avoid the damage, rolling the dice results in a 5 and with 
this she dodges all damage.



Skip the turn
No actions are performed unless skipping the turn is 
part of a skill requirement.

If a player's energy is depleted, they are eliminated 
and their space in the table is now available to other 
players.
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Move and attack together
These two movements can be combined into one. 

Moving must be 
the player's first 
action and attack 
must be done at 
the end of their 
movement. If a 
player combines 
these two 
actions, they get 
a Drawback -1 in 
their attack roll.

White player moves
to the center and 
attacks yellow player.

Now, yellow player 
becomes a defender of 
a melee attack.



Skills
All skills are mandatory unless a skill is worded with
“you may”, in which case, the skill is optional. All skills must 
be announced before any roll.
If two abilities are available in the active stat, choose only 
one. You can only use one ability per combat to attack or 
defend.

The skills that have a pushpin    may be combined with
another skill if both are able.
If a character has two abilities, the player can only use one in 
each combat and must announce this before rolling their dice.
The "Ongoing" skills are always active.

Example
This character may
combine drain life with
tentacle but can’t
combine it with
humbling.
 
At 3 energy, 
the player have too
choose between those 
two skills before 
rolling their dice, but 
at 2 energy, the player 
can use both in the 
same combat.
 



Example:
Cheerleader uses her ability to add +1D to Mestre the next 
turn. Mestre moves on the table and uses his Raiz ability to 
add another +1D, causing her to roll 3 dice in combat, but, 
since he moved on the table causes her Drawback -1 but Raiz' 
ability gives her a +2 Bonus, this will cause damage for each 
of the 3 dice that result in 3-6.

Don't forget that by moving on the table and 
attacking at the same time, the attacker gets a 
Drawback -1 this turn.

A character 
can receive 
multiple +1D / 
-1D and these 
will throw at 
the same time. 
Remember that 
the effects 
only last one 
turn.



Keywords
The following skills are cumulative and last only one turn. This means a 
character may get many instances of the same skill and must be 
calculated before rolling any dice.

+1D: Adds 1 dice to the roll.

-1D: Subtract 1 dice to the roll.

Bonus +1: The result shown on the rolled dice increases its value by 1.

Drawback -1: The result shown on the rolled dice decreases its value by 1.

Foe: Specifically another character that is an enemy. If you are not 
playing in teams, everyone else on the table is a foe. 

Ally: Specifically any character that is part of your team. And yes, you 
are part of your own team.

Defuse: A defused skill is deactivated and can’t be played.

Adjacent: A space next to you. The center of the table is adjacent to 
everyone.

Ranged: A space that is more than one space away.

Melee: All adjacent attacks are melee atacks and causes melee damage.

Ranged: All attacks at more than one space far are ranged attacks and 
causes ranged damage.

Atk: the same as “attack” but shorter.



Notes
We often abbreviate "attack" as ATK. This has no 
particular effect.

No matter the name of the skill, those are just for 
quick reference. Characters can have abilities with the 
same name and do different effects. Please, read the 
skills of your character twice.

If you have any discussion about the rules or abilities 
and this discussion has taken more than 3 minutes, flip 
a coin this time. The game should continue under that 
resolution and to avoid the same discussion again, 
those involved players are not able to use the same 
characters in the next match until an official
agreement is reached.

And remember, don't be a jerk, it's just a game.

If you have doubts you can ask anything on our official 
webpage or any social networks.
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